Online Animal Transfers

Processing a Transfer
Go to e-Protocol and logon. If you have more than one protocol, choose from the list the protocol that you are transferring from. From the protocol screen, click on the “Create Animal Order/Transfer” button.

You will choose “Transfer Animals”. You will then have 3 choices:

Funds Transfers
Select the account group from which you wish to change funding information. In the next screen, you will choose the number of cages involved and then be asked for the new fund and account information.

Protocol to Protocol Transfers
This transfer must be initiated from the delivering protocol. When designating the receiving PI, you must choose the PI who is listed on the receiving protocol. (You cannot choose another study team member or the transfer will not go through.) The receiving PI will then get an email alerting them to the transfer and they will fill in the receiving protocol and account numbers.

Internal Transfers
Select the account group from which you wish to change housing location. In the next screen, you will choose the number of cages involved and then be asked for the requested housing location.

The status of transfers can be checked at any time under the Animal Orders/Transfer tab.

Need help? Email ulartraining@osu.edu or call 292-5094